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A painting depicting peacocks by Sukhnandi Vyam Pardhan from 
a recent exhibition of Gond paintings titled Sacred Roots. Birds, trees, 

animals, and rivers, among others, form recurring motifs in these paintings.



This issue shares space with the opening 
of the exhibition The State of Architecture: 
Practices and Processes in India curated by 
Rahul Mehrotra, Ranjit Hoskote and myself. In 
many ways, with the shaping of this exhibition 
as well as the review of Domus India in the 
past four years as it has got established in 
India, indicate clearly the impulse once again, 
after some hiatus, towards a stock-taking and 
analysis of the architectural developments in 
this country, extending to the region at large. 
What does architecture in India, or Asia, 
stand for? Many cities and India and Asia 
have been the centres of discussion as far as 
many international architectural projects, 
urban developments, and market politics 
are concerned – but what do these places 
hold as crucibles of cultural and intellectual 
developments? Will these sites and terrains, 
when approached with newer telescopes 
of methodologies, reveal the workings and 
nuances of social and political lives we all 
live through but are not fully aware of? The 
binaries of Modern and Traditional, or Western 
and Asian/Indian never took us far; they should 
have long been discarded – and if we have not 
done so yet, they should be shed away right 
now. However, large parts of the twentieth 
century continued analysing its culture and 
society in terms of binaries, or imagining flows 
of ideas as unidirectional, one way or another. 
Today it would be absolutely necessary to 
understand the sites of cultural development, 
architecture included, as all epicentres 
themselves, yet all compulsively enmeshed in 
multi-dimensional networks.
The world operates in strange ways, and if 
we do not realise that today, we never will. 
To understand the contemporary – as times 
we live in now – will require a shedding of 
established hierarchies in knowledge-making 
and knowledge-receiving processes. This 
does not simply mean that we, firstly, look 
at everything ‘western’ as alien, secondly, go 
jingoistic about something ‘Indian’, and thirdly, 
look for some other peg such as regional, or 
global sustainability, etc. How can we re-
orient ourselves to think unfettered by pasts 
or pseudo-emotions, even if briefly so? Only 
then will we be able to give past, give history 
its due respect – when we can shed it, relieve 
it of undue pressure and demand, but make 
conversation with it as two equals. History 
is the garden, the yard, or the house-street 
you grow up in, and often return to, but you 
venture far out into the world to engage with 
life and living. The world is then a constellation 
of geographies where gardens and yards are 

woven with the public agoras of action and 
experiences. Different constellations in the 
world are shaping world-knowledges, and 
cumulatively, our experiences. The structures 
of these constellations are important as we try 
to comprehend the shape of things today, and of 
those to come.
In what ways and on what terms will we step 
forward to make sense of the architectural 
ideas we see emerging today, and shaping our 
built environments? As some of the more-
established practices shape architecture in a 
changing world, struggling boldly to shed away 
the older hierarchies and binaries towards 
material and form, design and spatiality, many 
recently established studios come forth with 
bolder projections and constructions with 
risks of not acknowledging some of the older 
positions at all. At least two generations of 
practices shape the contemporary moment 
for architecture in India. What defines 
contemporary architecture of any importance 
today is its ability to argue on its own terms 
for design, in the exploration of ideas with 
materials and elements of design, for the sake 
of formal or spatial constructions. Context in 
these practices means something very different; 
context is not history or nation, it is not your 
canon of elements categorised neatly into styles 
and locations, and please, there is no nonsense 
such as ‘glocal’!
Architecture, on the one hand, is the blatant 
development of forms and images that are 
megalomaniac, unwieldy, abrupt, spectacular, 
enveloping spaces that are zones of production 
rather than sites of human engagement with 
work, production, economics, and politics. On 
the other, architecture is the struggle with 
design, to extract out of design a meaning via 
materials and forms, images and spaces to 
comprehend the sense of dislocated-ness or one 
of de-centred-ness. To be de-centred yet manage 
the shaping of a working terrain – not by finding 
proxy centres (such as sustainability, or Glocal, 
and others) but by assuming and accepting the 
conditions of individual site-geographies and 
its relational ambiguities with other sites of 
life-action. A few issues ago – in the automobile 
design studio designed by SJK Architects 
for Mahindra & Mahindra, titled Design as 
caliberation in the October 2015 issue of Domus 
India (DI_44) – the proposed idea of architecture 
as the ‘designed shed’ may indeed lead to the 
understandings of what architecture is about 
today and what is the relationship of design to 
architecture. Under what protocols does ‘design’ 
operate for the architect in India today? 
What role does the architect assume then? 

DESIGN AS THE TERRAIN OF ACTION Kaiwan Mehta

A designer? But the term designer connotes 
something very specific – a highly-skilled 
professional, with the ability to provide a high-
end service, very specifically oriented towards 
certain tasks and clear ends. Well, that is not 
the designer one is talking about here. The 
‘designer’ is the maker and doer, one who 
plays with materials and forms, experiments 
with them not simply in the mechanics 
of a specialised workshop but on the site-
geography of action and living, where people 
engage with everyday life. The designer is one 
who can combine mechanics of materiality to 
the aesthetic development of form as a site for 
human action – involving varieties of people. 
The aesthetic development of form through 
material-mechanics is not towards an esoteric 
or exclusive image, but towards an image-idea 
that relates to many eyes, and can grow over 
time to relate and engage with more and 
more eyes. 
In the way this image-idea develops, the 
architect, the designer establishes a public 
presence, defines a professional position in the 
world of people and action. The architect is 
precisely the professional to introduce image-
ideas within the arena of public thought 
and action (and not produce image-objects 
that indulge in private obsessions of the 
client-figure). 
Continuing the journey to explore ways in 
which the contemporary architect in India 
shapes these image-ideas, and the ambiguous 
or anxious relationship we share with the past 
of image-forms, and form-ideas, is something 
we explore in this issue. In revisiting the 
Modern developments in Delhi, Chandigarh 
and Ahmedabad, we visit the propositions 
of ‘form as idea’ and the image-form. While 
other architectural projects, methodologies 
of working, including the approach of a Gond 
artist to his work, are multiple ways in which 
design engages with the everyday, as well 
as the need for a sensibility towards design 
shaping the arena of culture, action, and 
thought. The architect in all these cases is the 
designer in action – s/he is not the designer 
as deliverer of a service, a product-developer 
cum product-finisher. Design is the terrain 
of action, of contributing towards the world’s 
ways of producing and participating in its 
cultures of politics and imaginations. The 
designer produces the strength every image 
and form can potentially hold, where the 
image and form are complex entities potent 
with ideas and debates, culturally active 
transmitters, carriers of thinking and the 
histories of making (human action). km
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Detail of the Hall of Nations, Pragati Maidan. The 
design of the large-scale exhibition structures 
makes a distant analogy to the Indian lattice (jail), 
and the rich, labour-intensive crafts tradition
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PHOTOGRAPH COMMENTS

A recent photo exhibition on the of work of Le Corbusier in India, as well as the broader 
aspect of architectural photography, documented cities and structures designed by the Swiss-
French master. In the exhibition, images rediscovered the impact of Corbusier’s architecture 
on its immediate context and environment, and the people who inhabit and use them 

Snehal Shah

In the Footsteps of Le Corbusier: 
The photographs of Antonio 
Martinelli

Photography is an instantaneous 
expression of the world in visual 
terms... and a perpetual quest and 
interrogation. The camera is an 
admirable instrument for seizing 
upon life as it presents itself. A 
photographer must always work with 
the greatest respect for his subject 
and in terms of his own ‘Point of 
View’. That is my own personal 
attitude. Consequently, I have a 
marked prejudice against “arranged” 
photographs and contrived settings.

— Henri Cartier-Bresson, 1968

From a historical standpoint 
architectural photography as we 
know it today can be classified into 
three periods – the Documentary 

period that lasted up until the 1930s, 
the Dramatic or the Impact period 
from the 1930s to 50s, and the 
Golden Period from the 50s to the 
present. It must be borne in mind 
that there can be no exact cut-off 
date to each period and that the 
work of some photographers will of 
course extend beyond one particular 
period into the next. Much of the 
information used in this essay has 
been obtained from the records of 
the Architectural Photographers 
Association that was founded in the 
late 1940s.
Like painting, photography too 
has had a powerful impact on 
architecture, not only as a means of 
recording and communication, but 
also as an aesthetic force – visual 
as well as a means of creative 
expression. Both photography 
and architecture are concerned 
with constructing forms, lines, 

tones, textures and colors into 
a sculptural unity. Photography 
admirably expresses not only the 
external aspect of buildings, but by 
implication, it reveals the internal or 
spatial aspects of the construction 
itself. All in all, the influence of 
photography on architecture often 
goes by unacknowledged, even by 
those who are visually sensitive.
Among the most prominent names 
in architectural photography one 
cannot ignore the work of Ezra 
Stroller. Ezra’s photographs are 
among the unexpected treasures of 
the past half-century of photography. 
Stroller was not commissioned to 
tell ‘the full story’ and indeed he 
refrained from doing so. Instead, 
he told only one truly complete 
story, and that is ‘the real ideal of 
the building’. A Stroller photograph 
is stripped of all distractions. He 
offers straight-on elevations that 

reveal the shape of the building 
and its relationship to space. 
Significant structural elements 
of the building are foregrounded, 
along with any specific innovations 
the architect may have introduced. 
Most importantly Stroller highlights 
the relationship of the building to 
the site itself. For this his trademark 
is the selecting of a significant 
vantage point/s from which to 
shoot. Invariably it is one that 
emphasizes the power and grandeur 
of the architectural creation. Similar 
characteristics are to be found in the 
photographs of Antonio Martinelli.
The project to visualise and build the 
new city of Chandigarh was initially 
prepared by two New York architects 
– Albert Mayer and Mathew Novicki. 
When Novicki unfortunately died in 
1950 in a plane crash, the project 
was offered to Le Corbusier, a Swiss 
national, who along with his cousin, 
Pierre Leanneret and two British 
architects – E. Maxwell Fry and Jane 
B. Drew – began preparing plans. 

Records mention that these three 
architects were in fact, responsible 
for most of the public and residential 
buildings constructed in the new 
city of Chandigarh between 1951 
and 1965.
Chandigarh was inaugurated by 
the Prime Minister of the Indian 
Union, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, who 
remarked in his inaugural address: 
“Here is a new city, a symbol of the 
freedom of India, detached from 
certain traditions of the past ... 
an expression of our faith in a 
national future.”
Did Chandigarh succeed in 
reflecting a modern India? For many 
Chandigarh was, and still remains 
today, a curious modern city that 
stands against the backdrop of a 
country that boasts an architectural 
legacy that goes back thousands of 
years. Seeped in traditional customs, 
lifestyle and a Hindu world-view, 
India has evolved a rich syncretic 
architectural tradition that reflects 
a variety of gradually assimilated 

cultural influences. Leafing through 
his early images of Chandigarh, 
Martinelli remarks that his initial 
impression when looking down 
at the new city from the plane, he 
was struck by the sudden change 
in the topography/landscape: ‘the 
multi-colored and informal design 
of typical Indian towns and villages 
suddenly gave way to the model of 
a city constructed in the European 
style – of rectangular blocks that 
were connected in a rational manner 
similar to the Cartesian grid (each 
Sector measure 1,200 meters by 
800 meters)’.
Antonio’s 1975 photographs reveal 
the vastness of the open spaces 
while entering the city, the huge 
distances between the buildings. 
As he travelled over long roads that 
were more than thirty meters wide, 
with several lanes and surrounded 
by expansive green fields, he saw 
giant residential districts rising out 
of the earth, isolated and grey. To 
reach the center from the periphery, 

All images featured in the photo essay 
were a part of the exhibition at Art Heritage 
titled “In the Footsteps of Le Corbusier”. The 
exhibition opened on 29th October 2015 
and was on till 16th November 2015. These 
works will also be featured at the India Art 
Fair 2016 at the Art Heritage booth. The 
text featured here, written by Snehal Shah, 
has been produced from the Art Heritage 
catalogue for the said show.

Above left: Mill Owner’s 
Association Building, 
Ahmedabad (1951-54). 
Entrance landing ramp. 
Above right: Staircase at 
the upper floor. Photos 
taken in 2014

Below: Sarabahi House 
(1951-1955), Ahmedabad. 
Architect: Le Corbusier. 
Photo taken in 1984
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one required an hour of running fast, 
says the photographer. Throughout, 
the landscape remained flat and 
monotonous. Thus his early 
images were of huge concrete 
buildings with concrete paving 
around them, reminding one of 
European style constructions.
It is clear that Antonio has a love 
and understanding of India. For him 
it is a vast and complex country 
– he enjoys the experience of 
its varied climates, cultures and 
people. His projects; associated 
with the palaces of India or the 
havelies of North India, the portraits 
of Maharajas of the lively streets 
of India – all these subjects hold a 
fascination for Martinelli that feeds 
into his sympathetic understanding 
of the manner in which the 
country operates. Le Corbusier 
too must have experienced India 
and interpreted it in his own way, 
both having an outsiders view and 
personally, as it must have been 
an extremely intense encounter. 
Antonio’s lens captures the sense of 
a ‘designed’ city, keeping in mind its 
architect/designer’s considerations 
of creating spaces for living, working 
and carrying out cultural and 
spiritual activities. Each ‘Sector’ in 
Chandigarh contains shops, libraries, 
leisure sites. The industrial zone is 
separated from the residential areas. 
Chandigarh was not conceived of 
as an industrial center, rather it was 
restricted to support only medium 
and light industries. The universities 
have been laid out to the extreme 
north of the city, while museums 
and art galleries are clustered in 

the area known as Leisure Valley. 
Ample space has been allotted for 
entertainment that is located in 
Capitol Park, also north of the city. 
To the east of the park is the Lake, 
used for boating and swimming. 
Farms lie beyond Capitol Park. For a 
European like Le Corbusier, who was 
acclimatized to living in a place where 
everything is cold, rational, and for us 
Indians, almost inhuman, it must have 
been difficult to imagine the kind of 
hybrid and challenging environment 
which Indians are accustomed to 
living and functioning in.
Antonio elaborates that Chandigarh 
was built in a country where cities 
are full of life, they are chaotic... 
Intense with human contact, where 
streets quickly metamorphose into 
labyrinths. Antonio reflects that Le 
Corbusier, in conceiving of the plan 
of Chandigarh, perhaps failed to 
consider Indian customs, traditions 
and above all the fact, that given 
the climate, people live mainly 
outdoors, on the streets. Instead 
what we see in Chandigarh are 
‘invented’ abstract buildings, roads 
and gardens that could be placed 
anywhere in the world. To create 
a city that is designed so formally 
and rationally in the context of India, 
was perhaps a leap of imagination 
that expected Indians to soon adopt 
a ‘modern’/’westernised’ lifestyle! 
As a result of such planning and 
designing, Antonio feels that a fair 
amount of imbalance has been 
created in the life of Chandigarh’s 
residents. This is one of the aspects 
that reveals itself quite clearly 
through Martinelli’s images.

Above left: Sarabahi 
House, Ahmedabad 
(1951-1955) Architect: 
Le Corbusier. Photo 
taken in 2015. Above 
right: Shodan House, 
Ahmedabad (1951-1954) 
Ramp. Photo taken in 
1985. Below left: Mill 
Owner’s Association 
Building, Ahmedabad. 
(1951-54). Entrance to 
the auditorium. Photo 
taken in 2014. Below 
right: Mill Owner’s 

Association Building, 
Ahmedabad (1951-54). 
Former council Room 
with the portraits of the 
old Directors Architect: 
Le Corbusier. Photo 
taken in 2014. Opposite 
page top: Shodan House, 
Ahmedabad (1951-1954) 
Terrace. Photo taken 
in 1984. Below:  Mill 
Owner’s Association 
Building, Ahmedabad 
(1951-54). Back facade 
detail. Photo taken in 2014
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The four projects by Le Corbusier in 
Ahmedabad, although built around 
the same time (from 1954-58), 
have their own identity. These are 
considerably small scale projects 
compared to the National level project 
that was Chandigarh, and include a 
city museum, an Institution 
for the mill owner’s of India, and two 
houses. The owners of the houses 
had specific needs; where one was a 
widow with two young children, and 
the other a soon-to-be-wed bachelor!
One can easily decipher the use 
of Corbusier’s five principles of 
architecture in the way he uses the 
mass to articulate the form and the 
way he exploits the surfaces and the 
planes to attain his desired design; 

relics of the past, but those that 
carry traces of what has happened 
through the intervening years. In a 
way his photographs record a living 
context of what existed, making it an 
integral part of the present.
Photography is a prophecy of 
‘human memory yet to be socially 
and politically achieved’ and this 
statement is given life through 
Antonio’s lens. One requires 
immense knowledge to work as 
consistently as Antonio has over 
four decades with various mediums. 
Beginning with B&W images with his 
35mm Pentax Spotmatic II in 1975, 
to Kodachrome color slides film with 
his Nikon in 1984, and finally to 
his 35mm digital Nikon and Canon 

with his elevation facades and 
wall treatment.
The various aspects of the 
architecture along with the 
culmination of his design principles 
are showcased in Antonio’s work. 
He had to rely on varied views- 
ranging from wide angles to close-
ups- to express the complexity and 
richness of the architecture created 
by Le Corbusier, including the 
system of harmony and proportion 
realized in his designs as a result of 
Corbusier’s love for Mathematical 
order of the Universe.
Thus Antonio has succeeded 
in documenting the work of Le 
Corbusier in Chandigarh and 
Ahmedabad truthfully, allowing 

his series of photographs to 
reveal a single, yet complex, multi-
dimensional, complete story.
After his initial visit to Chandigarh 
and Ahmedabad in 1975, Antonio 
returned once again in 1984 and 
then finally in 2014 – forty and thirty 
years respectively after the first visit. 
The photographs of each visit reveal 
transforming scenarios around 
the buildings, caused undoubtedly 
by the growth of population, the 
increase in the number of cars, the 
installation of barbed wire fences, 
for instance, around the Capitol 
Complex, while always maintaining 
an unchanging backdrop of the 
buildings throughout. In this way 
Antonio’s photographs become 

cameras in 2014. As technology 
changes, so does the ‘position’ of 
the photographer, over time Antonio 
has acquired vast experience in 
handling different technologies to 
create his photographs.
In conclusion one might say that it 
is not only sheer perseverance and 
consistency, but also tremendous 
patience that one needs to capture 
images of the same place over a 
span of forty years. We know that 
often a photograph takes more 
than an hour to shoot and Antonio 
has often waited for days or the 
precise time of the year to visit the 
city so as to get the kind of shot 
he has visualized! The remarkable 
dedication with which Antonio 

has pursued this extensive project 
for over four decades is certainly 
a measure of his admiration 
and understanding of a master 
architect’s vision. It is clear that 
Antonio Martinelli’s attempt has 
been to interpret and document Le 
Corbusier’s achievement in the most 
comprehensive manner possible.
Unlike any other visual means of 
expression, a photograph is not 
a rendering or an imitation or an 
interpretation of its subject, but 
actually a trace of it. No painting 
or drawing, however naturalistic, 
belongs to its subject in the way that 
a photograph does. What served 
in place of photography before 
the invention of the camera? The 

Above: Capitol, the Tower 
of Shadows, Chandigarh. 
Photo taken in 2014. 
Left: Covered passage 
to the post office on the 
side of the Palace of 
Assembly Vidhan Sabha, 
Chandigarh. Photo Taken 
in 1984 

Right: Palace of 
Assembly (Vidhan 
Sabha), Chandigarh.
(1951-64). Interior 
view with columns 
and the ramp. Photo 
taken in 2014

Left: Neelam 
Cinema, 
Chandigarh. 
Photos taken 
in 2014
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expected answer is-- the engraving, 
the drawing, the painting. The more 
revealing answer might be: Memory. 
What photographs do out there 
in space was previously done 
through reflection.
Cartier Bresson said that he has 
‘a marked prejudice against the 
‘arranged’ picture’. I would imagine 
that an architectural photographer is 
most certainly required to ‘arrange’ 
a frame in deciding on a view. What 
remains spontaneous and unplanned 
in his photograph is the entire 
surrounding; the cloud formations in 
the sky, the way the sunlight casts 
itself on the building (which we know 
changes every moment) and finally 
the presence of people and their 
belongings in front of these great 
buildings of 20th century make 
of reality, a kind of epic ‘theatre’ 
performance. Such unplanned 
details add to the photographer’s 
‘point of view’. It is here where 
Antonio Martinelli scores - his 
photographs achieving a masterful 
degree of aesthetic perfection, as 
well as a quality of timelessness, 
both of which combine to convey his 
very individual ‘Point of View’. 

Above: Palace of 
Assembly (Vidhan 
Sabha), Chandigarh 
(1951-64). Interior view 
with columns and 
skylight. Photo taken 
in 2014. Below: The 
High Court, Chandigarh 
(1951-55). View of 
interior with ramp. Photo 
taken in 2014. Opposite 
page top: Rickshaw 

in front of the Palace 
of Assembly (Vidhan 
Sabha), Chandigarh 
(1951-64). Photo taken 
in 1984. Below: views 
of the exhibition held 
at Art Heritage titled 
“In the Footsteps of Le 
Corbusier”. The exhibition 
opened on 29th October 
2015 and was on till 16th 
November 2015


